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DISCLAIMER

External links are selected and reviewed when the page is published. However, CCEA is not responsible for the content of external websites. CCEA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy of the content in external sites. This is because: 

• CCEA does not produce them or maintain/update them;

• CCEA cannot change them; and

• they can be changed without CCEA’s knowledge or agreement.

Some of our external links may be to websites which also offer commercial services, such as online purchases.

The inclusion of a link to an external website from CCEA should not be understood to be an endorsement of that website or the site’s owners (or their 
products/services).

Some of the content we link to on external sites is generated by members of the public (messageboards and photo-sharing sites for example). The 
views expressed are those of the public and unless specifically stated are not those of CCEA.
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INTRODUCTION

Animation can be challenging and time consuming to produce, but it is also rich with potential, even for 
those new to film-making. Characters, settings and effects that defy real-world filming conditions and 
budgets can be produced to a pleasingly high standard and the animator’s aesthetic and stylistic choices 
can intricately infuse every frame. Those of you who can’t find suitable actors or collaborators for a live 
action film, or who enjoy exercising as much creative control as possible over a project, will have a good 
opportunity to realise your vision single-handedly using animation. Whether cel drawn, stop motion or 
computer generated, animation offers a fantastic breadth of creative opportunities to Moving Image Arts 
students.
Following a brief overview of creative pre-production, this booklet is divided into three guides:

• Stop Motion Animation Guide
• 2D Animation Guide
• 3D Animation & Blender for Beginners

There is overlap of content across some sections of the guides but the intention is that each can be printed 
off and used as a discrete booklet in its own right. 

In the Appendices at the end of this booklet, you will find additional workflows for using image sequences 
in Final Cut Express, Photoshop, Premiere Pro and Final Cut Pro X. This is an essential step in all animation 
production processes, and following these guidelines will save time.

Although these guides are not comprehensive, they do provide a good starting point for those of you who 
are thinking about animation but have no experience and little idea where to start. They outline the main 
characteristics of each animation type, explain the processes by which each can work and give practical 
tips on production design, equipment and best practice, with links and recommendations. We hope the 
information will prove useful to both students and teachers alike.

Please Note: CCEA makes every effort to ensure guidance is accurate, up-to-date and relevant. Due to the 
fast-changing nature of the technologies they cover, guidance documents such as this will be updated to 
reflect any substantial software or technical updates when necessary and the updated versions uploaded to 
the subject microsite. This edition dates from Autumn 2016.
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CREATIVE PRE-PRODUCTION

Narrative

You will need to tell a story in your animation, as with any other form of film-making on the Moving Image 
Arts course. 

As a medium, animation is anarchic, so you can really take the opportunity to bend the rules and do 
something surprising. Your narrative could have a twist at the end, could draw parallels between two things 
that are rarely compared, or could take place in a world with completely different laws and principles to our 
own.

The time consuming nature of the animation process means it may be better to tell a small or simple story 
in good detail than attempt to compose an epic tale. Stop motion animation can offer you unlimited scope 
in terms of location landscapes and character design - you can create explosions without harming anyone, 
for example, or build a functioning robot, or have animals talk and behave like people. If you focus your 
efforts on imaginative visuals and creative settings, you can use them to tell a remarkably simple story to 
great effect.

Narrative – Developing Animation Ideas
Stuck for an idea? Think about something simple you did recently – catching a bus, playing a 
game, getting ready to go out – and list any ways you can think of in which those straightforward 
actions could be surprising, unusual or different. Do any of these ideas suggest visual images 
that could work well in stop motion?

For more guidance on ideas generation and narrative development see the GCE MIA Student Guidance 
booklet and Student Screenwriting Guide, which can both be downloaded from the subject microsite.

Pre-production and Planning

Pre-production processes are just as important for animation as for live action film. 

All of the same procedures apply to animation and you will still need to create a script, storyboard, shotlist 
and director’s notebook.

For more guidance on the MIA creative pre-production and planning requirements, see the GCE MIA 
Student Guidance booklet, available to download from the subject microsite.
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STOP MOTION ANIMATION GUIDE
What is Stop Motion Animation?

Have you ever made a flipbook? This is where a series of slightly differing pictures create the illusion of 
movement if flicked past your eyes in quick succession. If so, you are already familiar with the idea of 
animation.  Animation is where a series of images, with incremental differences between each one, are 
displayed quickly one after the other and in sequential order. The small size of the movements between 
each photo and the speed at which each image or ‘frame’ is shown, makes it look like one smooth flowing 
moving image. This is possible because of ‘persistence of vision’, which is your brain’s ability to retain an 
image it has seen for around 1/25th of a second and smooth over the gap between it and the next image. 
This ‘filling in’ effect helps create the illusion of movement using still images.

Stop motion animation involves still images of ‘real’ 3D models or objects, usually photographed on a ‘real’ 
3D set. Clay animation, using models made from clay or plasticine, is a common subtype of stop motion, 
but really the models can be made from any material and the objects can either be specially constructed 
or just be simple everyday items. The process of animating can be time-consuming and labour intensive. 
However, when carefully constructed, positioned and lit, stop motion models can be extremely convincing 
and charming to audiences, and stop motion animations can look breath-taking.

Stop Motion Animation is a good choice for you if…
• You have a lot of patience
• You are good with your hands
• You pay attention to detail
• You want scope to create a film that isn’t bound by ‘real-world’ rules
• You intend your film to contain non-human or fantastical characters
• The story you want to tell involves locations that would be hard to film  

(e.g. underwater or on an alien landscape)
• You can concentrate for long periods of time
• You are good at observing finer details
• You have some artistic and/or practical skills
• You enjoy having creative control over all aspects of a project 

Inspiring Examples

Most people already know Wallace and Gromit, Shaun the Sheep or Morph.  Maybe you’ve seen Tim 
Burton’s stop motion extravaganza The Nightmare Before Christmas, or have heard of early Hollywood stop 
motion pioneers like Ray Harryhausen? Whether you know much about this medium or not, here are a few 
other stop motion animators whose work you may find interesting.

PES – Pes is Adam Pesapane, an American animator and director. He taught himself to animate using doll 
furniture, and went on to make award-winning shorts such as Western Spaghetti and Fresh Guacamole, 
which is the shortest film ever nominated for an Oscar. He has also directed dozens of commercials for 
companies like Bacardi, Kinder and Honda (watch his 2015 Honda advert Paper, and the associated short 
‘Making Of’ documentary, both available on his website). He uses real-life objects, from toys to antiques, in 
his animations, and will often feature himself or his hands manipulating the objects. See his work and find 
out more at http://pesfilm.com/

http://pesfilm.com/
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MICHAEL HICKOX– Stop motion films featuring Lego characters and sets are extremely popular with both 
novice animators and the more advanced, and Michael Hickox is widely considered to be one of the best 
Lego animators around. He has been uploading videos to Youtube since 2007 and currently has over 
675,000 subscribers tuning in to watch his exclusively Lego-based short films.  He was even asked to create 
a promotional clip to support the release of Warner Bros’ The LEGO Movie in 2014. Lego Shopping and Lego 
School are among his most popular titles.  You can see them and many more on his Youtube channel,  
www.youtube.com/user/MlCHAELHlCKOXFilms 

KIRSTEN LEPORE – Kirsten Lepore has created stop motion shorts, commercial adverts and even Google 
Doodles, and shows great range and versatility in her work. Bottle is perhaps her best known short, an 
award-winning piece filmed in the hard-to-control outdoor location of a beach, but you can see many other 
pieces including that one on her website, http://kirstenlepore.com/  

BLU – Though primarily a mural and street artist in the style of Banksy, the anonymous Italian artist known 
as Blu has produced several ‘wall-painted’ animations utilising stop motion techniques. His best known 
piece, Muto, was filmed primarily in Buenos Aires and took months to complete as each shot required 
him to paint the next ‘frame’ of footage onto the wall or pavement. The film has over 11 million views on 
Youtube and can be seen at www.blublu.org/sito/video/muto.html 

GULDIES – Based in Sweden, Guldies (Alexander) not only has great clay animation shorts like Magic Water 
and Euphoria, but a range of useful ‘How-to’ videos including how to make things appear like they’re flying 
in stop motion. He is a sculptor too and some of his works show great attention to detail. His Youtube 
channel is www.youtube.com/user/Guldies 

ALEXANDRE DUBOSC – Something of a ‘whizz’ when it comes to cakes, French director/animator/food 
artist Alexandre Dubosc dabbles in both stop motion film and the creation of three dimensional zoetropes, 
which create an effect of animation when spun on a turntable and viewed in a blinking or strobing light to 
give the effect of a single frame. Food About You is probably the best example of his stop motion work, but 
take a look at his cakes as well and consider how they work visually as zoetropes at www.alexandre-dubosc.
com/web3/film/ 

Other great picks which are worth a look to see just how versatile and creative stop motion animation can 
be include:

Slow Derek (Dan Ojari, 2011) – this multiple award-winner showcases beautiful use of lighting and focus to 
create atmosphere. You can see it at https://vimeo.com/58531940 

To get inspiration from the most mundane objects, simply watch a few sketches from CBBC’s stop motion 
show Ooglies – there are some terrific ideas at work. www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/shows/ooglies 

The website Short of the Week has a special section devoted to stop motion animations, with over 60 short 
films to be seen at www.shortoftheweek.com/channels/stop-motion/ 

https://www.youtube.com/user/MlCHAELHlCKOXFilms
http://kirstenlepore.com/
http://www.blublu.org/sito/video/muto.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/Guldies
http://www.alexandre-dubosc.com/web3/film/
http://www.alexandre-dubosc.com/web3/film/
https://vimeo.com/58531940
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/shows/ooglies
https://www.shortoftheweek.com/channels/stop-motion/
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Starting Out – What will I need?

At the most basic equipment level, you will need some kind of character or prop, a camera with which to 
photograph it and some software that will let you arrange the photos in quick succession. It’s very simple. 
Here are just a few things to consider first:

• You don’t need a fancy one, but get a digital camera with good resolution. See the ‘Equipment’ section 
for more details. 

• You’ll need an SD card with a lot of space. You’re going to be taking hundreds, maybe thousands, of 
shots!  

• A tripod really is a must – you want the characters to move, not the camera. 

• It’s important to pay attention to lighting, though you don’t need expensive or professional lighting kits. 
You can get good results with desk lamps and torches if you know how to set them up properly; just 
make sure you have access to a few of each so you can try out what works best. 

• There’s plenty of digital software to help you put images together into a credible stop motion 
sequence. Film editing programs like Premiere Pro, iMovie and Sony Vegas can be used, but there is 
an ever increasing array of specialised software packages for stop motion animation, which cater for 
everyone from beginners to industry professionals and range in price from free to hundreds of pounds. 
This is covered in more detail in the ‘Software’ section, but as long as you have access to a computer or 
device, chances are you can make a good quality stop motion film. 

• And of course, you will need models for your characters and a set you can film on, but both of these 
things can be as simple or as complicated as you wish, and made out of whatever materials you have 
available. 

Once you have assembled these basic things, you are ready to start. If you are unsure to begin with, test 
out the process with something very simple – like making a sock crawl across the floor, for example, or a 
pencil roll itself across your desk. The central premise of stop motion animation is easy, and you will learn 
quickly by trial and error what looks good in your own animations and what doesn’t work so well.

Be Aware:
To create a smooth moving image, you will need to shoot a minimum of 12 frames per second – that 
is twelve still images for every second of footage – and ideally you should aim for 15 frames or more. It 
sounds like a lot, but it is necessary to make sure your animation doesn’t look jerky. Stop motion animation 
takes a long time to do well so make sure you have plenty of time to work on your piece and never try to 
rush it.

Remember that it’s always better to shoot more than you need. Extra frames that aren’t required can easily 
be discarded, but it is almost impossible to go back and recreate the exact same conditions as before if you 
need to shoot things you missed the first time.
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Character Design

Character design is one of the cornerstones of stop motion animation. Because you aren’t bound by the 
physical appearance or capabilities of an actor, stop motion animation offers lots of opportunity for you to 
experiment and innovate. Well designed and constructed characters that clearly express emotions to the 
viewer can be as fully enjoyed and loved as any human actor. Think of how audiences identify with and feel 
empathy for Gromit, for example, despite the fact that he generally does little but move his ears, eyes and 
eyebrows.

It is really important that you design your characters before beginning to build them. Initial design work will 
also help you decide how your character will move, which is important to the success of the animation.
You don’t have to be an amazing artist but you do need some understanding of how to convey emotion 
visually and some sense of what your character will look like. Characters and their expression of emotion is 
a central focus in Moving Image Arts and learning how to animate facial expressions will be an important 
part of that.

EYES
They are the “gateways to the soul” as an old proverb says, so eyes are probably the single most important 
feature of your character. Eyes, including eyebrows, provide us with a focal point and help us understand 
what the character feels at any given moment. Below is an overview of some different eye designs and 
what they can suggest:

a) Wide open eyes can suggest openness and lack of guile; sometimes lack of thought. It 
can also show madness or silliness, depending on the arrangement of the pupils within 
the eye and the other facial features. Try different sketches for different expressions.

b) The bigger the eye size compared to the other features, the younger and more 
innocent the character will look. Babies and young animals tend to have large 
eyes and so we associate this trait with vulnerability and softness.

c) Small beady eyes with little or no whites around the pupil can look shifty, shrewd, 
or harsh, particularly if the eyes appear to be looking to either side. Generally 
an eye without white at the top or bottom of the pupil looks calmer than one 
showing white all round.
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d) Eyes with the lid half-closed can look sleepy, seductive or weary. This might help show a laid-back 
character or one who feels tired and harassed.

e) Eyebrows that point upwards (like the sides of a capital A) can show surprise, fear or bafflement, 
depending on the other facial features.

f) Eyebrows pointing down in a V can look angry or evil.

g) A monobrow is usually used as visual shorthand for someone who is unrefined or rough, though it 
can be as expressive as two separate brows. 

h) Even the placement of the eyes and brows on the characters’ faces – high, low, close together, wide 
apart – can help convey their personality and feelings to the viewers. 

It’s important to remember these are designs only at this point – you will still need to make and animate 
your characters – so don’t make them too complicated. Eyes are so expressive that you can do a lot with 
simple designs. Trying to animate too many features will be difficult and will end up looking wrong to the 
viewer.  In the case of your character design, less is more.

MOUTH
Animating a character’s mouth can be very challenging, which is one reason why a lot of animations feature 
non-speaking characters or minimal dialogue. Some characters, like Hello Kitty or Gromit, lack a mouth at 
all, while others (Tom & Jerry, Snoopy, The Pink Panther) may have a mouth for eating/smiling etc, but do 
not speak, saving the animators the trouble of the lip synching process.

Because of this you have a few options:

- Give your character no mouth at all. This is acceptable, but they will look quite serious most of the 
time.

- Give the character a mouth that shows expression but doesn’t speak. This will affect how you tell 
your story, since you will have to use visuals, voiceover or title cards instead of dialogue.

- Give your character a mouth for speaking and practise animating a few mouth shapes that will let it 
look like they are pronouncing the words.

The last option is obviously the most complicated of the three, but it doesn’t have to be overly difficult. 
Watch your own mouth in the mirror as you pronounce sounds. If you had to pick three shapes that 
best fit the whole range of motion, what would you choose? Mostly you can get away with a generally 
‘open’ mouth, a wide mouth like a grin for ‘e’ sounds and a smaller, rounded mouth shape for ‘o’ sounds. 
Switching between these will help give a convincing look to your character’s speech, and you may want 
these mouth expressions anyway, to show shock or flash a smile. 
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One example of a slightly easier way to animate your character’s mouth can be seen in clay animation TV 
programmes like Cosgrove Hall’s Trapdoor. Watch a few of the episodes of this on Youtube and observe 
the difference between the mouth movements of the two main speaking characters, Berk and Boni. Boni’s 
mouth opens and closes but in a very straightforward up-and-down fashion, as he is a skull without flesh 
or features. Berk is clearly a plasticine figure but his mouth, when he speaks, is actually made of a different 
material. Instead of plasticine, his different mouth positions are created with ‘stickers’ of different shapes 
that are fixed to Berk’s face, photographed, removed and then replaced with another sticker shape. This 
may end up being a much quicker and easier way of achieving a lip-synched look, so you might want to 
consider it when you are designing characters intended to speak.

MULTIPLES / REPLACEMENT ANIMATION 
 

Replacement animation involves creating multiple versions of the same character’s head with different 
facial expressions, to save time and enable easier manipulation between frames. It has been used in stop 
motion animation for decades - its earliest known use was in 1917 – and though it is a fairly advanced 
method, it may offer you some advantages in your own stop motion animation.

If your animation focuses on characters’ expressions in close-up, in a conversation or confrontation for 
example, or if you require many exaggerated expressions to tell your story, consider the benefits of creating 
multiple heads. As in the example above, perhaps your character will be shown becoming very angry about 
a situation. You could have one mildly vexed version of their face, one with contorted features to show 
them becoming more agitated and one that is recognisable as your character but has a ruddier skin tone to 
show he or she has gone red with anger. You can create the three heads at the same time, checking them 
for size and shape consistency, and then swap between them, animating each one you’ve chosen to show 
the transitions between the three stages of anger. 

This technique won’t be necessary for everyone, but if your character’s face does need to undergo a 
massive change in expression or in size (e.g. a monster opening its jaws to swallow another character) it 
may be worth making extra heads to show this change more effectively. You could also experiment with 
modelling replacement eyes or mouths that could be attached, removed and swapped easily onto the 
character’s face.

ARMATURES
Armatures are the frame or ‘skeleton’ upon which models are built. They are used by most professional 
model makers, whether working with clay or with other materials. There are several reasons for this:

• amatures provide a strong base to stop the main substance of the model from sagging;  

An example of interchangea-
ble features for replacement 
animation: in this case, three 
heads to be used on the same 
character showing his colour 
changing as he gets angrier. 
The stick-on features can be 
animated on each head as it 
is used.
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• they have flexible joints to allow movement;
• they help you position your models more precisely and accurately;  and
• they increase the shelf-life of the model itself.

Professional kits are available with special hinged joints and so on, but you don’t need to spend money on 
these. A basic frame made of wire will do just as good a job and enable you to be more creative with your 
form.
     

    

The wire needs to be quite thin and flexible – a wire coat hanger, for example, is too stiff. A good option is 
aluminium wire of the kind used in jewellery-making. You can buy rolls of this online very cheaply. In the 
example (shown below) the wire used is just 1mm thick; this means it can be used for smaller details like 
fingers if needed, but can also be twisted together to make stronger supports for the legs and body of the 
model.

Your armatures don’t need to be complicated – think about what parts of the character’s body need to 
move in order to tell the story, and focus only on those.

   
  

Craft or jewellery wire can be found at 
craft shops or ordered online.

Several thinner wires can be twisted together to make 
a sturdier frame for more load-bearing sections of the 
model.

Building a wire armature provides a good 
foundation or ‘skeleton’ for clay figures. The 
wires are twisted into an outline shape, and the 
plasticine or clay is moulded round the armature 
and hides it completely. The ‘limbs’ of the figure 
can still bend easily because the wires are flexible. 
The armatures make the models stronger, more 

durable and more 
able to stand 
without support, 
as well as helping 
animators achieve 
more precise poses 
between shots to 
suggest smoother 
movement.
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Once the frame is built, the main material can be moulded around it. The examples in the photos show 
modelling clay (Newplast plasticine), but you can use any material you like that will allow the model to 
move; models could be wrapped in string, for example, or created from cloth-like puppets. Remember to 
take care of your models and store them carefully between shoots – keep plasticine or clay figures wrapped 
in plastic bags to avoid having them dry out and crack. 

Set Design
 
Your set, like everything else, does not need to be fancy or complicated, but it should serve your narrative 
and help us understand something about the characters and situation. Paying attention to the mise-en-
scene in the form of the background colours and objects tells us a lot – the style of furniture or amount of 
clutter in a house, for example, tells us a lot about the people living there.

A basic cardboard box is perfect for any self-contained set (or as many boxes as you require sets), but there 
are other options depending on what you want to achieve. A table-top or counter with a suitable backdrop 
will be fine too. The main things to consider are that your set needs to be:

• somewhere that won’t be in the way, with people frequently moving past or requiring access to the 
area

• somewhere that won’t be disturbed when you’re not there – ideally you want to shoot all similar 
scenes in one go for consistency, but if that’s not possible you need to be able to count on the set being 
left untouched between shooting sessions. Minor movements in the background objects will be horribly 
noticeable once the shots are animated 

• somewhere you can work comfortably, since you will be spending long periods of time working on the 
models in situ

• somewhere that can be lit well (see next section on ‘Lighting’) 
and not subject to changing light conditions

The advantage of having a self-contained set inside a box is that 
you can control it easily, both inside (while shooting) and outside 
(between shooting sessions). Props can be fixed in place so they 
don’t get knocked out of place, the whole thing can be lifted out 
of the way and stored safely if you are short of space and if you 
carefully mark the positions of set, lights and camera while filming 
(for example with insulating tape that can be lifted up when the 
project is completed), you can recreate the setup as many times 
as needed.

The actual appearance of your set is really only limited by your 
imagination. Lots of people have small offcuts of wallpaper and 
carpet you could use for an interior room or a painted backdrop 
could help place your characters anywhere. Animated show 
Robot Chicken uses toys and action figures for its stop motion 
pieces.  It makes great use of the kinds of props and accessories Using a box for your set keeps everything 

contained; it can also be decorated, lit and 
moved easily.
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that can be bought for the toys – dolls’ house furniture, remote-controlled vehicles and so on. There is also 
the potential to use chroma-key/‘green-screen’ technology – a flat uniform colour (such as large sheets of 
coloured card) applied to the set backdrop and well-lit to give minimal shadows is fine for this. 
For the sake of practicality, give your set design some serious consideration in terms of what is achievable, 
but don’t forget its ability to play a powerful role in telling your story. 

Lighting

Lighting is an absolutely vital part of all film-making and photography, and stop motion animation is no 
exception. The most common form of lighting a scene is called ‘three-point’ lighting and consists of a ‘key’ 
light, a ‘back’ light and a ‘fill’ light.

• The key light is the main source of illumination on your character or object. It is usually in front slightly 
to the side of the subject and is usually the strongest light, although this doesn’t mean it should be too 
bright or garish. 

• The back light is located behind the subject, helping to even out the effects of the other light sources 
and give a sense of space behind the character, which in turn helps the figure look more ‘3D’ and 
realistic.

• The fill light works as a kind of counterbalance to the other two, particularly the key light. Because the 
key is the strongest light source, it could cast quite heavy shadows on the far side of the subject. The fill 
light helps avoid this; it is located on the other side of the key light, and helps ‘fill’ in the shadows. 

This is the minimum lighting you will need to make your animation look well, but it doesn’t require a fancy 
lighting kit. The effects that you require can be achieved with desk lamps, torches and greaseproof paper.  
Take a look at the example below.

Here is an example of a stop motion set with three point 
lighting and the camera on a tripod secured to the correct 
height for shooting. You can see that the standard three point 
lighting set up with a key, a back and a fill light, has been 
achieved using ordinary household lamps. Torches could also 
be used - find a way to secure them to the right height (e.g. 
taped to a paint can or shoebox). Greaseproof paper can be 
used to give a soft, diffused effect for your fill light. CAUTION: 
with some lamp designs this could be a fire hazard, so be 
extremely careful the lamp doesn’t overheat, and secure the 
paper over the fitting loosely (e.g. with a clothes peg, as seen 
in the picturet) so it can be easily removed.
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Depending on the look you want, you could try four-point lighting by adding an additional source, a 
background light. As the name suggests, this does not focus on the characters at all but illuminates the 
background of the shot. It can look effective, particularly if your set design is highly detailed, important to 
the story or is otherwise worth paying attention to, so you may want to try this if you can secure another 
light source.

While three-point lighting is the standard and you should certainly work with it first if you’re new to stop 
motion animation, it doesn’t have to be limiting. You can change the colour and intensity of the light to 
influence mood, throw creepy shadows or create all kinds of interesting effects. Lighting is as much a tool 
for telling your story as your character and set designs are, so make sure to use it to create the effects that 
are right for your film.

For the sake of consistency, be careful with your lighting scheme. Don’t rely on daylight or work in a place 
that is exposed to daylight.  Quality of light changes all the time, and while we often don’t notice it with the 
naked eye, it could have a jarring effect in your stop motion frames. Digital cameras are often extremely 
light sensitive and will adjust their exposures automatically if the light level changes, which again affects the 
look of your frames. The best way to work is in a blacked out room with the main electric light on and your 
lighting kit set up on your set – that way you can be sure the light is the same every time. If you do have to 
pack away your set before a scene is finished, make a careful note of which lights were where (mark the 
positions with tape if needs be).  That way you will  be able to recreate the exact same effect when you 
return.

Soundtracks

The great thing about working from stills is that they don’t capture sound, so you don’t have to reshoot 
them if there was an intrusive or distracting background noise when you were working.  It also means 
that you don’t have to worry about recording dialogue on set. This is incredibly freeing, so use it to your 
advantage!

The simplest possible use of sound is music. For copyright reasons it is a good idea to avoid just picking a 
track by your favourite artist.  Permission is rarely given and it will severely limit your ability to showcase 
your work later on. Instead, search for copyright free music – on many sites you can search by mood, film 
genre or even instrument as well as the style of music itself, so take time to listen and find something that 
inspires you. You can obviously compose your own music or have a friend do so for you. Just make sure to 
double check with your teacher about the permissions required for any music you use.

Good editing, in live action film and in animation, relies on a good sense of rhythm, and music can provide 
this. If you have a song in mind early on and its lyrics or tone are important in informing your narrative, 
you can try using the music as a reference point for how long scenes should be and try to coordinate 
editing cuts with the beats. This has a satisfying music-video quality; it won’t work for every film, but it is 
particularly useful for action scenes, tense moments or montages.

Sound effects can be incredibly powerful when thoughtfully used, and you don’t have to use many. Think 
about common sound effects you’ve heard before in film and television - a ‘popping’ sound for the magical 
sudden “appearance” of an object; the sound of smashing glass after a clumsy character has gone out of 
frame; chirping crickets to show that it’s night time, or birdsong to indicate daytime. Animal noises can 
evoke character (a mouse squeak showing timidity; a donkey’s bray to show someone is silly) or mood (e.g. 
a dog growl complimenting the teeth-bared face of a character who is angry about something). Different 
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characters or events can be explicitly associated with different instruments, like in Prokofiev’s Peter and the 
Wolf (Suzie Templeton, 2006), for example. Background noises, like chatter in a café or children yelling and 
laughing in a playground, can help give a sense of place that enhances the physical appearance of the set. 
Sound effects can easily be sourced online, copyright free, or created yourself with a little imagination, so 
make sure you give them some serious thought.

Dialogue is, as we mentioned in the ‘Mouth’ section of character design, tricky to do well, but not 
impossible. If you are very new to stop motion animation, it’s easier to avoid it. If you do want to try it, 
however, then write a script and record the spoken parts before attempting to animate the character. This 
will make it easier to synch the mouth movements to the speed and rhythm of the spoken lines. Even if you 
are using some dialogue, keep it as pared-down and brief as possible.  When animating spoken words, less 
is definitely more.
 

Equipment

You don’t need the best, most expensive equipment, but you must have:

• A good quality camera that allows you to adjust the focus and exposure manually
• A tripod to hold the camera steady (a small desktop-tripod is fine)
• Lighting in the form of torches, lamps or similar
• A computer, laptop or tablet for compiling and editing (see next section ‘Software’ for more details)

Choosing the camera is a matter of picking the best option for your experience level (and your budget if 
you’re planning to buy one or see if your school or college can lend you one). New models are released 
frequently and you should do a little research before making your final choice, but bear a few things in 
mind when selecting. Manual or semi-manual focus (most DSLRs and many Bridge cameras have this) is 
needed to help you ensure your main characters are always sharply in focus, whether in the background or 
the foreground of the shot. Similarly, use a camera that lets you manually set the exposure and/or white 
balance as this stops the camera adjusting its own light levels automatically, which could make your shots 
look inconsistent.

Many animators, particularly beginners, like to use webcams when starting out, but in general this isn’t 
recommended for your Moving Image Arts GCE. Unless they are particularly high end and expensive, 
webcams lack the quality you want to be able to put across in your portfolio piece. They can be hard 
to focus because of inferior lenses and many don’t have sufficient image resolution or picture quality 
to achieve good photography.  They can be very convenient for use alongside ‘framegrabber’ software, 
which is why they’re so widely favoured, but unless your webcam is top of the line it is suggested you use 
an alternative camera. If you aren’t sure, ask your teacher. You can also read up on the pros and cons of 
different cameras at www.stopmotionpro.com/index.php/15-training/what-camera-should-i-use. 

Software

The kind of software you use will depend on several factors: the type of camera you’re using, the computer 
you intend to edit on, the budget you have and the scope of the film you are trying to make. To be 
absolutely clear, you can make a first-rate stop-motion animation with a bare minimum of software and 
equipment requirements, but with a little research you may be able to improve your end results.

If your school or college has specialist stop motion software that they use, your best bet is to learn to use 

http://www.stopmotionpro.com/index.php/15-training/what-camera-should-i-use
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it. If not, you have to either consider paying for some yourself, trying out a free version or foregoing it in 
favour of a simpler process, using Premiere Pro or another straightforward video editing program.

Buying your own software

PROS: you’ll have access to it at home to work on in your own time; you can really pick the one that 
appeals to you the most; you can produce more animations in future if you enjoy it; some have 
extremely helpful features like onion-skinning (a superimposed image of the former frame so you can 
trace the movement easily and measure your next shot) or a loop function facility to check work as 
you shoot.

CONS: cost; need to ensure compatibility with your own computer; you’ll be responsible for 
installation and administration of the program yourself, including if anything goes wrong with it; you 
may have to teach yourself how to use it, which takes time; some programs don’t work ‘live’ with 
some cameras, particularly DSLRs, so you’d need to alter your camera choice accordingly.

Trying a free download, or a free trial of a program that costs money
PROS: saves money; can find some good free programs if you look; may still be worthwhile 
depending on the special features offered. 

CONS: time limited trial may expire before you’ve really got to grips with the project; many free trials 
watermark your images so you’d end up paying anyway; you don’t always know what you’re getting 
with free downloads.

Foregoing animation software altogether
PROS: saves money; prevents you having to learn another new program; you can still achieve good 
results.

CONS: could be trickier to make some shots look good without special features like onion skinning; 
will still need a digital film editing program to compile your shots; basic programs like Movie Maker 
don’t offer a high enough frame rate to make your animation look good so you have to be sure the 
program you do use is suitable.

No software program will save you the often long and painstaking process of photographing the small 
increments of movement in your characters or objects, so it comes down to a matter of what is available 
to you and what you think will be best for your film. It is true that many software packages have extremely 
helpful features.  Talk to your teacher and see what they advise. 

Research what is available before committing to a decision.  Here are a few suggestions:

• www.macworld.com/article/1146623/stop_motion_Mac.html has a good overview of the whole 
animation process on a Mac, as well as detailing software that facilitates the process

• The information at www.stopmotionworks.com/stopmosoftwr.htm isn’t the most frequently updated 
but it still summarises the best points about all the best known programs and makes an excellent 
starting point

• Likewise, the main packages are summarised for good comparison at www.stopmotioncentral.com/
bestsoftware.html  

http://www.macworld.com/article/1146623/stop_motion_Mac.html
http://www.stopmotionworks.com/stopmosoftwr.htm
http://www.stopmotioncentral.com/bestsoftware.html
http://www.stopmotioncentral.com/bestsoftware.html
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Tips for Shooting 

• Remember to keep movements small. Less is more!
• You only want the character/object to move, nothing else. Take care to avoid knocking into the camera, 

shifting the set or moving the lights. If you accidentally move something that should be in place, check 
your shots carefully and take a test shot to compare before shooting any further.

• Blinking will help your characters look more realistic and is easy to do – just shoot two or three frames 
with the eye “shut” or covered.

• When you feel confident with the basics, you might want to try some camera movements. Adjust your 
camera position by increments, just as with the movements of the model, and use the movement in 
a motivated way to follow action, e.g. tracking/crabbing alongside a character as they walk, or tilting 
upwards to follow a character in the process of standing up. There are some good tutorial videos online 
– see ‘Useful Links’ for details.

 
Development Check List
 

Basics for Beginners A Little More Advanced
Narrative • A simple premise with minimal 

movements done well
• Include one or two action scenes, 

such as walking, running, fighting or 
dancing

Character Design • Keep facial expressions simple – 
focus mostly on eyes and eyebrows 
(don’t forget about blinking!)

• Make the characters’ hair and 
costumes out of the same materials 
as the face/body (e.g. clay)

• Get a wider range of facial 
expressions with multiple heads 
for one character (‘replacement’ 
animation)

• Try designs that offer unusual 
movements (e.g. an alien with 
waving tentacles, or a character with 
more than two legs)

Equipment • Any digital camera with good 
resolution and (preferably) manual or 
semi-manual focus

• A good-sized SD card to fit a large 
number of images

• A tripod to hold it all steady

• Hook camera up to a program 
(e.g. Animator HD, Dragon, 
Animaatiokone) that offers live 
‘onion-skinning’ as you shoot

Software • Basic editing software such as 
Adobe/Vegas/iMovie etc.

• Download specific stop motion 
software for free or invest in 
purpose-built software

Soundtrack • Use one piece of music throughout, 
with some sound effects (e.g. bangs, 
whistles, sirens or smashing glass) for 
special impact

• Use beats of music as a guide for 
character movement and/or editing 
cuts

• Try lip synching some speech 
(recorded separately) with a few 
basic mouth shapes
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Camera use • Keep the camera uniformly steady
• Instead of shooting in the sequence 

shots appear in your sequence, take 
all similar shots (e.g. for reverse cuts) 
altogether to avoid having to set up 
again

• Use careful camera movement (pans, 
tilts or dollies) for dynamic effects

Other ideas • Try tackling one “difficult” texture or 
material in the best way you think of 
(e.g. using cling film or shiny paper 
for water)

• Try mixing manufactured figures with 
real objects or people

• Experiment with chroma-key 
backgrounds (‘green-screen’ effects), 
even just for one scene (e.g. a dream 
sequence)

FINAL OVERVIEW – Do’s and Don’ts
DO plan carefully before you start, including storyboard and character designs to help you clearly visualise 
what you’re going to do.

DON’T overlook the importance of a good narrative – it doesn’t have to be an epic tale, but we should see 
some kind of ‘problem’ and some kind of ‘resolution’. Let people read your script beforehand, and see if 
they have ideas that will make it sharper.

DO research effects and techniques you may not have thought of.

DO give yourself plenty of time and DON’T try to leave things to the last minute (or even the last two or 
three days! It will take a long time to get good results).

DO keep your camera charged, your files backed up and your photos organised in folders named after the 
scene they are for.

DO everything you can to make sure the only thing that moves is the model – not the set, the camera or 
the lighting.

DON’T make your models too complicated – simple bold features and only a few moving parts is best.

DO shoot more than you need – reshoots are a potential nightmare.

DO try to shoot all of any scene required in one session to keep it consistent.

DO have patience – it will be worth all of those hundreds of shots and tiny movements when you see the 
end result!
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Useful Links

www.awn.com/ –  The Animation World Network site has a wealth of news, interviews and feature articles; 
you can find lots of generally interesting information as well as highly useful practical ideas and innovations.

www.stopmotioncentral.com – a really comprehensive site including reviews of different stop motion 
software packages and lots of excellent tutorials, hints and tips.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcQIYjQkQhg – excellent camera movement tutorial from Youtube user Fancy 
Pants, who has a lot of other helpful stop motion videos.

http://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/blog/6394410-6-stop-motion-beginner-mistakes-and-how-to-avoid-
them – a neat little summary of common errors in stop motion and ways you can guard against them.

www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-earliest-stop-motion-animations-are-weirdly-
wonderful-23906192/ – shows you what some of the first stop motion animations were like, and how much 
they were able to do without any fancy software. Take a look – some of it is truly inspiring!

www.howcast.com/guides/1195-how-to-do-stop-motion-animation/ – Joe Vena has a fantastic series of 
Howcast videos relating to all elements of stop motion animation, from how to storyboard to setting up 
your studio to how to animate water. Highly recommended.
 

http://www.awn.com/
http://www.stopmotioncentral.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcQIYjQkQhg
http://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/blog/6394410-6-stop-motion-beginner-mistakes-and-how-to-avoid-t
http://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/blog/6394410-6-stop-motion-beginner-mistakes-and-how-to-avoid-t
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-earliest-stop-motion-animations-are-weirdly-wonderful-2
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/the-earliest-stop-motion-animations-are-weirdly-wonderful-2
http://www.howcast.com/guides/1195-how-to-do-stop-motion-animation/
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GCE MOVING IMAGE ARTS

2D ANIMATION
 GUIDE
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2D ANIMATION GUIDE
What is 2D Animation?

Have you ever made a flipbook? This is where a series of slightly differing pictures create the illusion of 
movement if flicked past your eyes in quick succession. If so, you are already familiar with the idea of 
animation.  Animation is where a series of images, with incremental differences between each one, are 
displayed quickly one after the other and in sequential order. The small size of the movements between 
each photo and the speed at which each image or ‘frame’ is shown, makes it look like one smooth flowing 
moving image. This is possible because of ‘persistence of vision’, which is your brain’s ability to retain an 
image it has seen for around 1/25th of a second and smooth over the gap between it and the next image. 
This ‘filling in’ effect helps create the illusion of movement using still images.

2D animation involves a series of hand-drawn images being photographed or scanned into a computer, or 
images being drawn onto a graphics tablet which then relays them directly into the computer. It is the main 
way cartoons and animations were made for decades before the advent of computer software, and a lot 
of animators still use it in one form or another. While hand-drawn ‘cel’ animation is now virtually obsolete, 
the use of computer software combined with hand-drawn images has been referred to as ‘tradigital’, mixing 
traditional and digital methods to give the look and feel of hand-drawn productions but without being quite 
so labour intensive. Like most types of animation, the process can be extremely time-consuming, but when 
done well it looks excellent and offers great scope to the film-maker.

2D Animation is a good choice for you if…

• You have a lot of patience

• You have some drawing ability

• You pay attention to detail

• You want scope to create a film that isn’t bound by ‘real-world’ rules

• You intend your film to contain non-human or fantastical characters

• The story you want to tell involves locations that would be hard to film (e.g. underwater or an alien 

landscape)

• You can concentrate for long periods of time

• You are good at observing finer details

• You have some artistic and/or practical skills

• You are good at organisation and time management

• You enjoy having creative control over all aspects of a project

Background Information

There are countless examples of great 2D animation throughout history as it was one of the most long-
standing and widely used forms throughout the twentieth century. Disney’s animations, from the earliest 
cartoons to some of its best-known feature films, use 2D. Looney Tunes, The Simpsons and many examples 
of Japanese anime are all created fully or mostly through the use of 2D hand-drawn animation.
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Since the advent of CGI, and particularly the capabilities of 3D modelling, as well as the rise in fortunes 
of studios like Pixar, many have predicted that hand-drawn animation belongs in the past. Its limitations 
are fairly obvious: it requires huge amounts of time and a large number of artists, which translates into 
a lot of money. Walt Disney Animation Studios last made a hand-drawn feature in 2011 with Winnie the 
Pooh, and has not announced any further significant plans to go back to the medium. After initial planning, 
storyboarding and voice recording, it can take anywhere from three to five months for an eleven minute 
episode of Cartoon Network’s Adventure Time to be brought to life in its Korean animation studios. 
Talented animator Yoshifumi Kondo, who worked at Studio Ghibli and was being groomed to succeed 
visionary founder Hayao Miyazaki, died young of an aneurysm many suspect was brought on by working 
too hard. Miyazaki himself was renowned as a hard taskmaster and routinely worked 10 to 12 hour days to 
bring his animations to life.

So why do some still favour the medium? Often it is the quality of hand-drawn animation that wins it 
praise. It can seem gentle, wholesome and humane in contrast to computer generated imagery.  It tends 
to have better depth than some more cheaply produced animations like Flash, and it allows for looser, 
freer drawing and movement styles than the precise tools of a computer. It can look retro or traditional, 
reminding people of their childhoods, and some argue the hand-drawn nature of 2D animation makes it a 
purer art form than CGI, no matter how lifelike the latter seems. Production studios may be moving toward 
more cost effective (and admittedly sometimes highly impressive) computer generated forms in general, 
but hand-drawn animation, even when supplemented by computer graphics or digital painting, still has a 
place in film in general and in Moving Image Arts in particular.
 

Inspiring Examples

www.dailymotion.com/video/xzt3vb_paperman_shortfilms - Paperman (John Kahrs, 2012) was made by 
Walt Disney animation studios using a mix of hand-drawn and computer generated imagery, and won an 
Oscar for Best Animated Short Film at the 85th Academy Awards, the first Disney short to win an Oscar in 
that category for over forty years.

http://ryanwoodwardart.com/my-works/thought-of-you/ - Ryan Woodward’s short animation Thought 
of You (2010) beautifully demonstrates some of the potential for free artistry inherent in hand-drawn 
animation – the effects here couldn’t be achieved the same way with CGI or even stop motion. A ‘making 
of’ is included on the same page and his site has other interesting works worth viewing.

www.cartoonsaloon.ie/work/short-films/ - Cartoon Saloon is an Irish animation studio specifically devoted 
to 2D animation, producing a variety of short and feature length pieces for film, TV and advertising. Their 
work has twice been nominated for Oscars and they continue to garner an enviable reputation worldwide – 
you can see a selection of their short films and find out more about their work at this site.

www.daveprosser.co.uk/Matter-Fisher-1 - Matter Fisher (David Prosser, 2010) won much acclaim and 
several awards on its release in 2011; it mixes hand drawing with some computer imagery to wonderfully 
atmospheric effect.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6i9jJsPH-L0 - Aaron Blaise is a former Disney animator, which shows in 
his style, and a lover of animals, which shows in his subject matter. His fine art and animations are both 
spectacular, and his blog http://aaronblaiseart.blogspot.co.uk/ is a real must-see – there you will find 
beautiful oil paintings, sketches and designs, how-to videos and innumerable invaluable hints and tips 
on creating hand-drawn animations and animating animals in particular. Trunk Troubles (2015) shows 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xzt3vb_paperman_shortfilms
http://ryanwoodwardart.com/my-works/thought-of-you/ 
http://www.cartoonsaloon.ie/work/short-films/ 
http://www.daveprosser.co.uk/Matter-Fisher-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6i9jJsPH-L0 
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his drawing style and sense of humour as well as demonstrating how effective even plain pencil-drawn 
animation can be if you plan and execute it thoughtfully. 
 

Starting Out – What will I need?

This depends on how you want to proceed. The most traditional method of hand drawing, tracing and 
scanning/photographing images, is a valid one if you feel confident you can work that way. This process 
should work best with simple character designs and movements. You can design, draw and paint lavish 
backgrounds if you like and then have characters move in front of them, and even use cels to composite 
images with a few moving parts so you don’t have to redraw the whole thing each time (see later section 
on compositing for details). If you choose this method, you will need:

• Paper for backgrounds and paper or acetate sheets/‘cels’ for character drawings
• Your chosen drawing medium – pencil/ink/paint (only the latter two will work on acetate cels)
• It isn’t essential, but a lightbox will really help you maintain continuity between drawings
• A digital camera (plus tripod to hold it steady) or scanner to capture the images 

If you prefer a more direct method, are better at digital art than freehand or have access to the equipment, 
you can draw your images using a decent graphics tablet. You can of course mix the two – sketching images 
by hand, photographing or scanning them and then tidying up or colouring them using the graphics tablet 
and a program like Photoshop. 

Whichever drawing method you choose, you will still need some kind of software to help you put the 
images together (see ‘Software’ section for more details).

Once you have assembled these basic elements, you will be ready to start. If you are unsure to begin with, 
test out the process with something very simple – draw a ball bouncing across a surface, for example, or a 
worm wiggling along the ground. The central premise of hand-drawn animation is easy, and you will learn 
quickly by trial and error what looks good in your own animations and what doesn’t work so well.

Be Aware:
To create a smooth moving image, you will need a minimum of 12 frames per second – that is twelve still 
images for every second of footage – and ideally you should aim for 15 frames or more. It sounds like a lot, 
but it is necessary to make sure that your animation doesn’t look jerky. Animation takes a long time to do 
well so make sure you have plenty of time to work on your piece and never try to rush it.
 

Character Design

Character design is one of the cornerstones of animation. Because you aren’t bound by the physical 
appearance or capabilities of an actor, 2D animation offers lots of opportunity for you to experiment and 
innovate. Well designed and constructed characters that clearly express emotions to the viewer can be as 
fully enjoyed and loved as any human actor. 

It is really important that you design your characters before beginning to build them. Initial design work 
will also help you decide how your character will move, which is important to the success of the animation. 
Having a set character design will also give you a reference image you can work from when they’re viewed 
from different angles and help you to maintain good standards of continuity.
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You will also need some understanding of how to convey emotion visually and some sense of what your 
character will look like. Characters and their expression of emotion is a central focus in Moving Image Arts 
and learning how to animate facial expressions will be an important part of that.

EYES
They are the “gateways to the soul” as an old proverb says, so eyes are probably the single most important 
feature of your character. Eyes, including the eyebrows, provide us with a focal point and help us 
understand what the character feels at any given moment. Below is an overview of some different eye 
designs and what they can suggest:

a) Wide open eyes can suggest openness and lack of guile, or sometimes lack of thought. It 
can also show madness or silliness, depending on the arrangement of the pupils within 
the eye and the other facial features. Try different sketches for different expressions.

b) The bigger the eye size compared to the other features, the younger and more 
innocent the character will look. Babies and young animals tend to have large 
eyes and so we associate this trait with vulnerability and softness.

c) Small beady eyes with little or no whites around the pupil can look shifty, shrewd, 
or harsh, particularly if the eyes appear to be looking to either side. Generally 
an eye without white at the top or bottom of the pupil looks calmer than one 
showing white all round.

d) Eyes with the lid half-closed can look sleepy, seductive or weary. This might help show a laid-back 
character or one who feels tired and harassed.

e) Eyebrows that point upwards (like the sides of a capital A) can show surprise, fear or bafflement, 
depending on the other facial features.

f) Eyebrows pointing down in a V can look angry or evil.
g) A monobrow is usually used as visual shorthand for someone who is unrefined or rough, though it 

can be as expressive as two separate brows. 
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h) Even the placement of the eyes and brows on the characters’ faces – high, low, close together, wide 
apart – can help convey their personality and feelings to the viewers. 

It is important to remember these are designs only at this point.  You will have to draw and redraw them 
many times in order to animate them. So it is advisable to not make them too complicated. Eyes are so 
expressive, you can do a lot with simple designs. Trying to animate too many features will be difficult and 
will end up looking wrong to the audience.  In the case of your character design, less is more.

MOUTH
Animating a character’s mouth can be very challenging, which is one reason why a lot of animations feature 
non-speaking characters or minimal dialogue. Some characters, like Hello Kitty or Gromit, lack a mouth 
at all, while others (Tom & Jerry, Snoopy, The Pink Panther) may have a mouth for eating/smiling etc., but 
do not speak, saving the animators the trouble of the lip synching process. Because of this you have a few 
options:

- Give your character no mouth at all. This is acceptable, but they will look quite serious most of the time.
- Give the character a mouth that shows expression but doesn’t speak. This will affect how you tell your 

story, since you will have to use visuals, voiceover or title cards instead of dialogue.
- Give your character a mouth for speaking and practise animating a few mouth shapes that will let it look 

like they’re pronouncing the words.

The last option is obviously the most complicated of the three, but it doesn’t have to be overly difficult. 
Watch your own mouth in the mirror as you pronounce sounds. If you had to pick three shapes that 
best fit the whole range of motion, what would you choose? Mostly you can get away with a generally 
‘open’ mouth, a wide mouth like a grin for ‘e’ sounds and a smaller, rounded mouth shape for ‘o’ sounds. 
Switching between these will help give a convincing look to your character’s speech, and you may want 
these mouth expressions anyway, to show shock or flash a smile. 

It is worth bearing in mind that most professional animation studios like to record a soundtrack first, so if 
your character is going to speak, make sure to have a design in mind for the mouth shapes and movements, 
but don’t animate them until you actually have the dialogue recorded. It is much easier to fit the individual 
drawings to the sound than vice versa. 

Background Design

The background for your hand-drawn animation could be plain or blank, but you’d be missing an 
opportunity. As in live action film, the location, set dressing and props can contribute to mise-en-scène 
and tell us a lot about what’s going on, so you are encouraged to put some thought and detail into the 
backgrounds for your animation. Any scenes you draw or paint don’t have to be lavish and detailed, but 
they should serve your narrative and help us understand the characters and situation. Paying attention to 
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the background colours and objects tells us a lot – the style of furniture or amount of clutter in a house, 
for example, tells us a lot about the people living there, and a grey city scape could reflect the mood of a 
protagonist. Your background can stay still when your characters don’t, so don’t be afraid to put in a lot of 
detail if you want it – you won’t have to redraw it if you think carefully about what needs to be seen and 
from which angles.
 

Compositing in Animation

If you use clear acetate sheets or ‘cels’ you can significantly reduce the workload of your hand-drawn 
animation by compositing the images – that is, organising your background, character(s) body and any 
moving parts into layers and using the clear sheets to duplicate moving parts without having to redraw the 
whole character. Say, for example, your main character is a cat and you want to draw/animate a scene in 
which the cat is mostly still apart from blinking his eyes and swishing his tail.
    

Acetate sheets or rolls can be found in 
most stationers or office supply shops. 
Once you’ve designed your character you 
can trace it onto the acetate - permanent 
marker is best as it shouldn’t smudge or 
rub off and gives a clear line. Acrylic or 
poster paint works well for colours. You 
can fill these in on the reverse side of the 
sheet, as shown here, to preserve the 
outlines; leave to dry before use. 

You would paint the background on one sheet of paper and put it into the frame. On top of this you would 
place a cel which has nothing on it but the character of the cat (without his tail!). His outline and features 
are drawn in ink onto the forward-facing side of the cel; on the back you paint his fur colour, using the ink 
outlines as a guide, so that from the front he is a fully coloured-in drawing with a clear surround. On top of 
this, once the cat is in position, you can composite more images onto clear cels. You can, for example, have 
one cel that is just drawn/painted eyelids that are shut; you would simply place this cel over the cat cel and 
line up the eyelids over his eyes for two or three frames when you want him to blink. This means you have 
saved yourself the bother of having to redraw and repaint the entire cat – only the eyelids move, so only 
they need a separate cel.
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Similarly you could have a series of cels (the number depends on the detail required and the distance 
moved) of the cat’s tail in different sequential positions – flat on the ground, slightly raised, beginning to 
curve, changing direction and so forth. Again, you need only draw the tail, and then you simply line it up to 
the cat’s body in the position you want, photograph it and move to the next cel, easily creating a moving 
part without having to redraw the entire cat. Each character, object and moving part can have its own cel to 
minimise the number of times you have to redraw things in detail.

If you are using a camera to photograph the layers together, it may be worth lining them up on a lightbox 
– the light shining up from behind will keep things from looking dull or dark. Many lightboxes have small 
clips at the bottom to help secure images and documents in place; you could also try bulldog clips. Because 
you only want things to move as you want them to, and not by accident, it is worth spending time on lining 
the cels up properly as you draw on them so the edges line up and they are much easier to organise. Some 

The acetate sheets can now be lined up on their background and photographed. If you are trying these 
techniques, be aware that you may need to add additional layers of paint on the back of the character 
sheet(s) to avoid the translucent look seen in the second image here, where the background shows 
through the cat. You should also try to be careful not to get any paint blobs or dust on the acetate 
sheets, as these will show up in your final images.

In this example, the body of the cat will be still but its tail will 
move, so its tail is drawn and painted on a separate sheet to 
line up with the body. Here you can see three acetate sheets 
lined up (the cat’s body, the first tail position and the second 
tail position) to show how different stages of tail movement 
can be done. The next tail position can be traced from the 
previous one onto a new acetate sheet. The cat body sheet is 
lined up with one tail position sheet for each shot; because 
each new sheet has a slightly different tail position, the illusion 
of movement is given.
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professional animators used lightboxes or boards with special ‘pegs’ attached to the top and corresponding 
hole punches to ‘hang’ each cel in the correct place from these pegs. You could try something similar if you 
have access to a hole punch and an old ring binder (just make sure it’s secure, not moving around, that the 
light is good and that you either pre-punch every sheet in the same place or line up each new cel correctly 
before hole punching the sheet, so it doesn’t fall out of synch with the rest of the image layers. 

If you are scanning images instead of photographing them, you may want to secure the layers with 
paperclips before you scan to avoid slippage. 

Alternatively you can scan each image cel separately (this will also work if you are drawing everything on 
paper instead, since you can cut or crop round the characters and/or moving parts) and put the different 
image parts together in Photoshop or other image editing software to make each frame.

Colouring

Whether you personally prefer bright, vivid colours, gentle shades or no colour at all, give some thought 
to how you will colour your animation (if at all). If you are a gifted watercolourist, for example, and want a 
pale, dreamy quality to your animation you could simply create a series of watercolours as frames. Using 
Photoshop to ‘fill’ colours into a basic outline can give flat, vivid coverage that is easily adjusted and easy to 
keep consistent; depending on how good you are at digital painting, you can create a variety of shadows, 
lighting effects and textures with Photoshop as well.

If you are colouring by hand, consider what art media you work well in. If you don’t care for painting, try 
inks or felt tips or digital colour, and whichever you choose, plan in advance to minimise the number of 
times you need to redraw the same thing and try instead to focus on only the moving parts.

Soundtracks

The great thing about working from stills is that they don’t capture sound, so you don’t have to reshoot 
them if there was an intrusive or distracting background noise when you were working.  It also means 
that you don’t have to worry about recording dialogue on set. This is incredibly freeing, so use it to your 
advantage!

The simplest possible use of sound is music. For copyright reasons it is a good idea to avoid just picking a 
track by your favourite artist.  Permission is rarely given and it will severely limit your ability to showcase 
your work later on. Instead, search for copyright free music – on many sites you can search by mood, film 
genre or even instrument as well as the style of music itself, so take time to listen and find something that 
inspires you. You can obviously compose your own music or have a friend do so for you. Just make sure to 
double check with your teacher about the permissions required for any music you use.

Good editing, in live action film and in animation, relies on a good sense of rhythm, and music can provide 
this. If you have a song in mind early on and its lyrics or tone are important in informing your narrative, 
you can try using the music as a reference point for how long scenes should be and try to coordinate 
editing cuts with the beats. This has a satisfying music-video quality; it won’t work for every film, but it is 
particularly useful for action scenes, tense moments or montages.

Sound effects can be incredibly powerful when thoughtfully used, and you don’t have to use many. Think 
about common sound effects you’ve heard before in film and television - a ‘popping’ sound for the magical 
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sudden “appearance” of an object; the sound of smashing glass after a clumsy character has gone out of 
frame; chirping crickets to show that it’s night time, or birdsong to indicate daytime. Animal noises can 
evoke character (a mouse squeak showing timidity; a donkey’s bray to show someone is silly) or mood (e.g. 
a dog growl complimenting the teeth-bared face of a character who is angry about something). Different 
characters or events can be explicitly associated with different instruments, like in Prokofiev’s Peter and the 
Wolf (Suzie Templeton, 2006), for example. Background noises, like chatter in a café or children yelling and 
laughing in a playground, can help give a sense of place that enhances the physical appearance of the set. 
Sound effects can easily be sourced online, copyright free, or created yourself with a little imagination, so 
make sure you give them some serious thought.

Dialogue is, as we mentioned in the ‘Mouth’ section of character design, tricky to do well, but not 
impossible. If you do want to try it, then write a script and record the spoken parts before attempting to 
animate the character. This will make it easier to draw the mouth movements in synch with the speed and 
rhythm of the spoken lines. You don’t have to draw a distinct mouth shape for every single sound – just try 
to emulate the main ones (e.g. ‘OOO’ sounds) and the audience will understand the rest instinctively.
 

Creating an ‘Animatic’

A lot of professional animators create what is called an ‘animatic’ as part of their process.  This happens 
between the pre-production planning (script, storyboard etc.) and the actual final animation. This is 
most often used now in animated TV shows, where the show creators and main artists do all the writing, 
planning, main drawings etc. but have a labour intensive studio in another country do the hard work of 
actually creating all the ‘in between’ frames that give the animation effect. Adult Swim productions such as 
The Venture Brothers, for example, outsource the main bulk of actual animation to a studio in Korea, which 
has more artists. To aid those artists in animating, they produce their animatic – a kind of basic framework 
for that particular episode. 

The animatic usually consists of the recorded soundtrack (or at least the lines as delivered by the 
characters’ voice actors) with still images set to it. Imagine the script outlines a conversation between two 
characters and the camera cuts back and forth in a shot-reverse-shot style as they speak. The animatic 
would consist of a still image of the character on screen for the entire duration of his or her line; it would 
then cut to a still image of the other character as they spoke their line, and so on. These still images 
would be drawn by the show’s chief artists based on the demands of the script or storyline (e.g. if the two 
characters are a sales advisor and a customer in a shop, the still images will show them as they would be in 
the real shot – from an appropriate angle, with the appropriate shop background behind them, to provide 
an accurate visual reference for how each frame in that scene should look) and then be edited together 
to help the other animators understand how to draw the many different frames that will make up that 
one scene. The animatic is basically a series of key frames, enabling the other frames of movement to be 
arranged around them.

As you can possibly tell, animatics are very useful when either a lot of different elements or a lot of 
different people are working on an animation. As such, you may not need one. Nevertheless, bear it in 
mind and don’t be afraid to try making one if you think it will be a useful planning tool for you.
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Equipment

You don’t need the best, most expensive equipment, but you must have:

• A good quality camera that allows you to adjust the focus and exposure manually and a tripod to hold 
the camera steady (a small desktop-tripod is fine) OR

• A scanner to let you load your hand-drawn images into the computer OR
• A decent graphics tablet that will allow you to draw your images
• A computer, laptop or tablet for compiling and editing (see next section ‘Software’ for more details)

If you are not using a graphics tablet, you will obviously need paper for drawing your backgrounds and 
acetate sheets for your characters and moving layers, as well as inks and paints for drawing and colouring. 
Choosing the camera is a matter of picking the best option for your experience level (and your budget if 
you’re planning to buy one or see if your school or college can lend you one). New models are released 
frequently and you should do a little research before making your final choice, but bear a few things in 
mind when selecting. Manual or semi-manual focus (most DSLRs and many Bridge cameras have this) is 
needed to help you ensure your drawings are always sharply in focus. Similarly, use a camera that lets 
you manually set the exposure and/or white balance; this stops the camera adjusting its own light levels 
automatically, which could make your shots look inconsistent.

Software
The kind of software you use will depend on several factors: the type of camera you’re using, the computer 
you intend to edit on, the budget you have and the scope of the film you are trying to make. To be 
absolutely clear, you can make a first-rate hand-drawn animation with a bare minimum of software and 
equipment requirements, but with a little research you may be able to improve your end results.
If your school or college has special animation software they use, your best option is to learn to use it. If 
not, you have to either consider paying for some yourself, trying out a free version or foregoing it in favour 
of a simpler process, using Photoshop, Adobe Flash or another fairly straightforward program. 

Buying your own software
PROS: you’ll have access to it at home to work on in your own time; you can really pick the one that 
appeals to you the most; you can produce more animations in future if you enjoy it; some have 
extremely helpful features like onion-skinning (a superimposed image of the former frame so you 
can trace the movement easily and measure your next shot) or a loop function facility to check work 
as you shoot; some software companies offer special deals for schools and individual students – see 
if they mention an educational discount on their site and don’t be afraid to email them to ask about 
this.

CONS: cost; need to ensure compatibility with your own computer; you’ll be responsible for 
installation and administration of the program yourself, including if anything goes wrong with it; you 
may have to teach yourself how to use it, which takes time; some programs don’t work ‘live’ with 
some cameras, particularly DSLRs, so you’d need to alter your camera choice accordingly.

Trying a free download, or a free trial of a program that costs money
PROS: Saves money; can find some good free programs if you look; may still be worthwhile 
depending on the special features offered.

CONS: Time limited trial may expire before you’ve really got to grips with the project; many free trials 
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watermark your images so you’d end up paying anyway; you don’t always know what you’re getting 
with free downloads.

Foregoing animation software altogether
PROS: Saves money; prevents you having to learn another new program; you can still achieve good 
results.

CONS: Could be trickier to make some shots look good without special features like onion skinning; 
will still need a digital film editing program to compile your shots; basic programs like Movie Maker 
don’t offer a high enough frame rate to make your animation look good so you have to be sure the 
program you do use is suitable.

No software program will save you the often long and painstaking process of drawing/scanning and/or 
photographing the small increments of movement in your characters or objects, so it comes down to a 
matter of what is available to you and what you think will be best for your film and your artistic abilities. It 
is true that many software packages have extremely helpful features.  Talk to your teacher and see what 
they advise. 

Research what is available before committing to a decision.  Here are a few suggestions:

• The prices here are in US dollars but it still offers a good overview of some of the main programmes: 
www.2danimationsoftwareguide.com/

• This has some good advice at the bottom of the page and also includes a handy comparison chart: 
http://2d-animation-software-review.toptenreviews.com/

• Some free and open source options are listed here: www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/best-free-open-
source-animation-software/ 

The Drawing Process
    

• Whether working on paper or on cels, pin or secure each new layer over the previous one (or more 
than one if it is a composite of several layers – remember the example of the blinking cat with its 
twitching tail) and use the former frame as a guide. If you are using composited images, draw the 

Using a lightbox can help you accurately trace non-moving parts and judge the small adjustments for 
moving parts if you’re using paper for your animation. You can place a new sheet over the previous one 
and clamp them in place with the edging clips to ensure they line up and help to make your increments 
small and your animation smooth.

http://www.2danimationsoftwareguide.com/
http://2d-animation-software-review.toptenreviews.com/
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/best-free-open-source-animation-software/
https://www.nyfa.edu/student-resources/best-free-open-source-animation-software/
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moving part only; if you are using paper, you can trace any parts of the character that are staying 
still and make sure that the ‘moving’ parts are drawn slightly over from where they were last frame, 
resulting in smoother animation.

• If you are using a graphics tablet, spend time getting used to it and doing practice drawings, even before 
you begin your character designs. See some of the videos in the ‘Useful Links’ section for examples of 
animators drawing on screen and basing their drawings on key poses which can then be built on. 

• Remember to keep ‘movements’ small from drawing to drawing. Less is more!
• If your character will be doing a complicated movement (e.g. jumping or dancing) then try taking a 

reference video of a real person doing that move. You can pause the images as you go and use them as 
a reference to help you get more realistic movement overall.

• Blinking will help your characters look more realistic and is easy to do – just draw two or three frames 
with the eye “shut” or covered. Again, this is easy to do with an acetate sheet if you’re compositing 
your image; otherwise, an ‘eyelid layer’ can be added to your image in Photoshop or similar image 
editing software.

 

FINAL OVERVIEW – Dos and Don’ts

DO plan carefully before you start, including storyboard and character designs to help you clearly visualise 
what you’re going to do.

DON’T overlook the importance of a good narrative – it doesn’t have to be an epic tale, but we should see 
some kind of ‘problem’ and some kind of ‘resolution’ (or failure to resolve it). Let people read your script 
before you shoot it, and see if they have ideas that will make it sharper.

DO give yourself plenty of time and DON’T try to leave things to the last minute (or even the last two or 
three days! It will take a long time to get good results).

DO keep your computer files backed up and your photos or scanned/drawn images organised in folders, 
numbered and named after the scene they’re for.

DO everything you can to make sure the images line up properly, especially if you’re compositing several 
images on top of each other.

DON’T make your character designs too complicated – simple bold features and only a few ‘moving’ parts is 
best.

DO have patience – it will be worth all those hundreds of drawings and tiny movements when you see the 
end result.
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Useful Links

www.bloopanimation.com/animation-for-beginners/ – some good advice and guidelines and a free 
downloadable e-book on making your first animation

http://hand-drawn-animation.blogspot.co.uk/ – this blog doesn’t seem to be updated any longer but still 
has a great archive of relevant entries to help hand-drawn animators pick good equipment and try new 
techniques

www.digitaltutors.com/subject/2d-animation-tutorials – a good quality tutorial site with reference to 
particular types of software – just sign up and you can access most of the content for free

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvF04GUjVUs – one of many videos by Mario Furmanczyk aka Animated Buzz, 
who has a popular Youtube channel and works for Disney as an animator. This video shows his drawing 
process via graphics tablet and Photoshop and gives a nice insight into how loosely a sketch can start out.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eokwbr-RQbQ – another drawing video which gives an insight into how you 
can arrange movements around keyframes.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVWtTPa7wLM  Wreck It Ralph (2012) was a CGI feature but this 2D 
animation test shows how CGI can be planned out beforehand with hand-drawn images. Notice how the 
background stays still and Ralph is ‘drawn’ over the top. Try pausing the footage to see some of the still 
images and note how they relate to each other. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpEPuSVW384 – this deleted scene from The Venture Brothers gives a good 
example of how an animatic works. The key poses, angles and camera movements are mapped out and set 
to the soundtrack; the animation studio can work from these guidelines to produce the required frames for 
‘in between’.
 

https://www.bloopanimation.com/animation-for-beginners/
http://hand-drawn-animation.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.digitaltutors.com/subject/2d-animation-tutorials
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FvF04GUjVUs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eokwbr-RQbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FVWtTPa7wLM - Wreck-It
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpEPuSVW384
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GCE MOVING IMAGE ARTS

3D ANIMATION & BLENDER 
FOR BEGINNERS
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3D ANIMATION GUIDE
What is 3D Animation?

Computer based 3D animation allows us to create models, sets and characters, and to animate them in a 
virtual 3D environment. This enables animators to apply the kinds of lighting styles and camera techniques 
we see in live action films, and can give this type of animation a highly cinematic feel. Unlike conventional 
stop motion animation, which also allows for intricate lighting techniques and camera moves, 3D animation 
offers us the chance to build characters, landscapes and sets which would be too complex or too expensive 
to attempt in stop motion. 

What’s more, because 3D animation is entirely computer based it does not require the physical space 
needed for staging stop motion animation. Assuming they have the right software and a sufficiently 
powerful computer, 3D animators can work anywhere.

Experimental work in 3D animation had been ongoing for decades before it became the prominent film-
making tool that it is today. In the past it was seldom seen in mainstream films and when it was evident, 
it was mainly usually used to lend a high-tech gloss to a film’s mise-en-scene. In Star Wars (George Lucas, 
1977) for example, some primitive 3D animation is used to depict the blue print of the Death Star which the 
rebels watch during their mission briefing.  

The advancing pace of computer technology eventually made more complex and more life-like 3D 
animation possible. Pixar’s Toy Story (1995) was the first feature length 3D animated film and the success of 
it and other Pixar films have led to this becoming cinema’s most dominant form of animation. Thanks to the 
increasing speed and power of modern computers, students can now create stunning computer animated 
pieces using very little in the way of resources.

3D Animation is a good choice for you if…
• You have an affinity for working on computers
• You can obtain long periods of access to a computer with good quality graphics and lots of memory
• You pay attention to detail
• You want scope to create a film that isn’t bound by ‘real-world’ rules
• You intend your film to contain non-human or fantastical characters
• The story you want to tell involves locations that would be hard to film, e.g. underwater or an alien 

landscape
• You can concentrate for long periods of time
• You are good at observing the detail of things
• You enjoy having creative control over all aspects of a project

Hardware

Ideally any computer being used for this type of animation should have as much RAM as possible as well 
as a relatively powerful graphics card. The results can be quite frustrating and progress very slow if your 
computer lacks sufficient power to render the information in the program as you animate, so ask your 
teacher or try a test run on your intended computer if you aren’t sure. 
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It is also an advantage to have as large a screen as possible. Even if a smaller laptop can run the necessary 
3D software, trying to animate action and navigate an interface on a smaller screen can be frustrating.  
For programs like Blender or Maya, you can sufficiently control the cursor with a standard three-button 
mouse (i.e. left and right buttons and a central scroller). You will find the central scrolling function 
extremely helpful in helping you zoom and pivot around the 3D object as it is created, so this sort of mouse 
will be a requirement for most 3D animation.

Software

There are a number of 3D animation packages used in the industry – Maya and Lightwave 3D are the 
two most prominent. A popular alternative choice for student film-makers is Blender 3D, which has the 
dual advantages of being available free of charge and of being able to run on both Mac and PC platforms. 
Consult with your teacher about what may be available to you in school. Often software companies will 
offer educational discounts for these kinds of media packages. If you do choose to invest in software for 3D 
animation, carefully check the specifications on the pack and ensure your computer can meet the minimum 
requirements.

Rendering

The key issue that mostly found with 3D animation work isn’t whether your computer will run the software 
smoothly, but how long will it take a given machine to ‘render’ or process each frame of animation. 

In order to produce a single frame of animation, the computer has to perform calculations to show us 
how the objects in shot should look. Choices such as the textures and colors applied to characters, sets 
and props will affect rendering times. A simple image might render in a few seconds. A more complicated 
one might take many minutes or sometimes many hours. Sully in Pixar’s Monsters Inc (2001), for example, 
had his long strands of fur individually animated each time he moved; this obviously required immense 
amounts of rendering. 

In other forms of animation such as stop motion, each frame is shot in a physical environment, so it is 
created instantaneously. With 3D animation, the rendering process –meaning the time taken for the 
computer to calculate, depict and run the sequence smoothly – can be very time-consuming. Make sure 
that you factor the time rendering your project will take into any production schedule.

In the professional world, computer animators reduce their rendering times by devoting huge networks 
of connected computers to the task. These ‘Render Farms’ allow professional animators and visual effects 
artists to efficiently process sequences and achieve results which would take months to render on a 
standalone desktop machine. 

Keyframe Animation

In traditional 2D animation the animator must create a new drawing for each new frame of motion; in stop 
motion animation, physical props and models are minutely manipulated one frame at a time. 3D animation, 
however, relies upon the use of keyframes – a kind of loose map of points that will move across the screen 
during the sequence to guide the animation action. 

In a keyframe animation, the animator establishes the desired starting position of each character/object in 
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one specific frame. This is the first keyframe. The characters/objects are then moved to the ‘end result’ of 
that particular action – such as reaching out to touch something or sitting down in a chair – and another 
keyframe is marked. The program can fill in the intervening stages, resulting in a smooth sequence. 

Therefore a model of a car, for example, might be motionless at frame 1 of a sequence, might start moving 
25 frames later and may come to a halt again at frame 125. In that case there would be three keyframes on 
your timeline – frame 1 establishing the position of the motionless car, frame 25 acting as the ‘endpoint’ 
of the car being motionless and the ‘starting point’ of it beginning to move, and frame 125, showing the 
car stopping moving. The ‘in-between’ shots of the car actually moving are then generated by the program 
itself.

You may have already used keyframes in editing software as a means of shifting sound levels or visual 
controls between two points in a sequence. It is a slightly less intuitive process than animating objects or 
models frame by frame but it can help you to create complex animated sequences in less time, particularly 
if you practise using multiple keyframes to enable many overlapping movements at once. 

If you are thinking of using 3D animation for your practical production piece, it is highly recommended 
that you try the ‘Blender for Beginners’ exercise which follows (its accompanying work materials can be 
downloaded from the subject microsite). 

This exercise will provide a good introduction to using keyframe animation and help you decide if you want 
to employ this style for your own project.
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BLENDER FOR BEGINNERS
Blender is an extremely powerful and versatile software package designed for creating 3D models and 
animations. At first glance it can seem daunting, but don’t let its appearance put you off; you don’t need to 
know all the different buttons and controls to get started.

This exercise is designed to introduce you to the four basic functions you will need to master to use Blender 
as an animation tool:

a) Switching between camera view and an overhead shot of your scene
b) Animating objects using keyframes
c) Animating the camera
d) Rendering finished frames

You should be confidently using these four functions by the end of this short exercise. If you need to you 
can always save this exercise as you go and do it stages.

Viewing and Animating Objects

1. First open the Blender project file called Welcome to Blender. 

You will see the project open in the basic Blender interface – a flat plane, with a small green cube and a 
large red cube on it. The rectangular frame shows us the Camera’s Point of View.

2. Beneath the camera view you will see a TIMELINE. You’ll see a green line representing our PLAYHEAD 
and controls for playback. This should feel familiar if you have used any kind of video editing software 
before.
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3. First, take time to get used to the controls. You can switch 
from your camera view to an external overhead view by 
pressing ‘7’ on the number pad and back to camera view by 
pressing ‘0’ (zero).

If you don’t have a number pad on your computer keyboard you 
can instead click the VIEW tab above your timeline. Select TOP 
to get an overhead view of your scene. Then select CAMERA to 
go back to camera view.

NOTE: DO NOT PRESS THE NUMBERS ON THE LINE OF 
NUMERALS ABOVE THE LETTERS.
AS THESE KEYS HAVE ANOTHER FUNCTION.

There is a long list of other angles you can look at but for now 
let’s just stick to TOP and CAMERA. 

Your TOP view should look like this.
You can see the green and red cubes. The object in the 
bottom right hand corner is the camera. The circular object 
to the right of the red cube is our light.

4.  Now once you’re familiar with how to switch to and 
from the camera view we can move to the next step. 
Moving and animating objects. The GREEN CUBE should 
have been pre-selected when the project was opened. It 
should have an orange outline and the XYZ arrow symbol 
at its centre.

If the cube is not selected or has become unselected, click 
on it with the RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON. Your SELECTOR TOOL 
should be set to the AXIS CONTROL. If not click on the little 
box with an arrow in it (see below)
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5.  Now that the cube is definitely selected, with a yellow outline, you can start animating by programming 
your first KEYFRAME. Make sure your PLAYHEAD (the green line) is at frame number 1 on the TIMELINE.

6.  Press ‘I’ (for INSERT) on the keyboard to bring up the INSERT 
KEYFRAME MENU. Choose LOCATION. You’ll see now that there is 
a yellow mark on the timeline at frame number 1. This is where 
you have just placed your first keyframe.

7.  Go to the timeline and move the PLAYHEAD (the green line) 
forward to frame 25.

8.  Back in camera view, pull the green cube forward by the RED 
axis arrow. Once you have it in a position like the one above, you can press ‘I’ (for INSERT) again to bring 
up the INSERT KEYFRAME MENU again. Select LOCATION to enter another keyframe.

AXIS CONTROL
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9.  You should now have keyframes at frame 1 and frame 25. Move the green PLAYHEAD onto Frame 50. 
Use the green Axis Arrow to pull the Green Cube into its new position as illustrated below and then 
press ‘I’ and choose LOCATION to insert another keyframe.

10. By now you should have three keyframes in place (on frame 1, frame 25 and frame 50). If you take the 
PLAYHEAD back to frame one and click the play button you should see the green cube move in towards 
the camera and then away from it following a 90 degree path.

11. Remember to always SAVE as you go. Clicking CTRL and S will bring up the shortcut.

12. Move your green PLAYHEAD to frame 75. And press ‘7’ on your keypad or select TOP from the VIEW tab 
to give you an overhead view.

13. Use the RED X AXIS arrow to push the green cube into a new position as seen below.

14. Now move the PLAYHEAD to Frame 100.

15. Still in TOP view use the GREEN Y AXIS arrow to move the green cube down.

16. Press ‘0’ on the numberpad or select CAMERA from the VIEW tab to go back to camera view.
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17. Now take the PLAYHEAD back to the beginning 
and play your entire sequence. You can view it from 
the TOP or CAMERA views and should have a basic 
but smooth animation of the small cube moving 
around the larger one.

18. CTRL S again to save the project for now.
 

Animating the Camera

One major advantage of using 3D animation is the ease with which you can move the camera. Here we will 
show you how to move the camera in your Blender scene.

On the TIMELINE, move your green PLAYHEAD back to the very start of your sequence. Now, press ‘0’ on 
the numberpad to go into CAMERA VIEW. Once you are in CAMERA VIEW you can simply click the edges of 
the camera frame to select the CAMERA. If you have selected it properly the edges of the frame should be 
highlighted in orange. If you press ‘7’ or any of the other KEYPAD numbers you can switch out of camera 
view. You should see that the CAMERA is now highlighted in orange.

Now that you have selected the CAMERA you can decide where you want it to be at the beginning of your 
shot. You can move it up and down and left and right.

Go to the timeline and move the PLAYHEAD forward to whichever frame you would like your camera move 
to begin in. If you want to line a shot up precisely, you can press 0 to enter CAMERA VIEW, and then press G 
to allow you to move the camera up and down or left and right.

If you want to rotate or tilt the camera, you can press R and then adjust its current tilt using the mouse. 
When you are happy with both location and rotation settings, you should press ‘I’ (for ‘INSERT’) to bring up 
the INSERT KEYFRAME MENU again and then add KEYFRAMES for both values.
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After that, move the PLAYHEAD to where you would like the camera move to end and then, after you have 
moved your camera and reframed the shot press ‘I’ again to insert your new KEYFRAMES.

Rendering your Work

If you want to see what any individual frame will look like you can always take the PLAYHEAD to that 
position and then click on RENDER and RENDER IMAGE.

This will show you what that frame looks like. Pressing ESC will take you back into your 3D view. If you want 
to render out a finished project you will need to do something slightly more complicated.

1.  Go to your timeline below and set your ‘in’ and ‘out’ frames. Blender sets these to 1-250 frames as a 
default, but if you want to export out a sequence that’s longer or shorter than that then you will need 
to adjust these values. You can change them just by clicking on the start and end boxes and entering 
your new values.

 

2.  Now go to the right hand side of your screen and adjust the settings in this window. Don’t panic - it’s 
simpler than it seems. Click on the little camera shape icon and set your render presets as shown.

The resolution should be preset to 1920 x 1080 and its compression rate should be set to 100%.
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• Make sure the Frame Rate is set to 25fps. 
• At the output section make sure PNG is selected as 
your output format. 
• Turn compression up to 100%.

With Blender it’s usually best to export all animation 
out as individual frames. Whilst it is possible to export 
animated sequences as standalone movie files, this is not 
recommended.

Because rendering can use up a lot of your computer’s 
RAM, the software can sometimes crash mid-render. An 
only partly rendered movie file is of no use.

Rendering out animations as frame by frame image 
sequences serves as a safeguard against data loss. If the 
software were to crash mid-way through rendering a 
sequence as a series of still images, then you could still look 
in the output folder to see how many were written and 
then begin rendering again, starting the process again from 
the frame where it cut off.
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3. Now select your output folder and click on the FOLDER icon next to output bar. 

At the next window select a new output folder. Make sure you click the ACCEPT button to verify your 
choice. 

In the main Blender Interface, check the output folder 
settings again to make sure that you’ve set them 
correctly.

4. Finally go back to RENDER and click on RENDER ANIMATION.

5. You can now import your finished IMAGE SEQUENCE into your editing software. 

For more advice on importing image sequences, please refer to the Appendices at the back 
of this document.
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Appendix 1
Using Image Sequences - Final Cut Express

An Image Sequence forms the basis of your animation; it is a series 
of still images, all sequentially numbered and stored together in a 
specific folder.  If the still images in that sequence are compiled so 
they ‘run’ together, the end result will be a self-contained movie 
file.  If you were to make an animated film you would likely want to 
organize your work by giving each shot in the film an image folder of 
its own.

If you are creating any animation Final Cut offers a simple and 
straightforward workflow for compiling your Image Sequences and 
exporting them as stand-alone movie files.  The steps below will 
guide you through the process:

1.  Make sure your still images are all sequentially numbered and 
stored in a separate folder. In the example shown to the left you can 
see that all the frames are sequentially numbered. 

2.  Open up Final Cut and select USER PREFERENCES. In the User Preferences window click on the EDITING 
TAB and change your “Still/Freeze Duration” settings to 00:00:00:01 

3.  Once you have a new project opened and a new sequence created you should rename the sequence e.g. 
“Image Sequence 1”, you can do this by left clicking on the sequence icon in your clip bin. By renaming 
the sequence you can help maintain a tidier and less confusing workflow.   
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4.  Now you can import your image sequence folder in Final Cut. Select FILE - IMPORT - FOLDER and then 
use the mouse to select the correct folder and click choose. 

5.  Now that your Image Sequence Folder has been imported into your clip bin you can simply click on it 
and drag it down to your sequence - you should see a series of individual frames neatly arranged  as 
seen on the left.  You will also likely find that part of the sequence has a red line over it, indicating that 
some or all of the frames need rendered. 

6.  Click on SEQUENCE - RENDER ONLY and NEEDS RENDER 
to render those frames. You should now be able to play 
back your entire sequence. 

7.  Now, although you can play your sequence back you may be experiencing some problems with it. 
Playing back so many still images in succession places heavy demands on the software and it is simply 
not practical to try and edit a whole film by importing image sequence after image sequence into your 
editing timeline. So, before we can use this shot in a larger project we will need to export it out as a 
stand-alone movie file and then reimport it.    
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8.  Go to FILE - EXPORT - USING QUICKTIME CONVERSION
 Here we can export our file back out as a standalone movie file. N.B. Always using Quicktime Conversion 

rather than the default Quicktime Movie settings.  

9.  Name your new movie file appropriately. Carefully naming and labeling will help avoid confusion later 
on.  Then click on OPTIONS this will open up your option settings. 

10.  For ease of editing in Final Cut it is best if you set your compression type to Apple Intermediate Codec 
- this will give you a Quicktime File which has been set to the file format Final Cut uses.  You therefore 
won’t have to render the outputted file once it’s been inserted into your sequence. 

 Make sure your resolution export is set to the same settings as your sequence. 
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Here, because our film is being shot in full HD we pick the HDV 1080p preset option and, when we get to 
the Export Size Settings window, we use the HD1920 x 1080 option.
That is the standard default for HD video but if you’re using an older camera you may have to use one of 
the lower settings. 

11.  Now that you’ve exported your image sequence as a video you can simply just import it into Final Cut 
Express and edit as if it were live action footage you’d imported directly from a camera. 
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Appendix 2
Using Image Sequences - Photoshop

An Image Sequence forms the basis of your animation; it is a series of still images, all sequentially 
numbered and stored together in a specific folder.  If the still images in that sequence are compiled so they 
‘run’ together, the end result will be a self-contained movie file.  If you were to make an animated film you 
would likely want to organize your work by giving each shot in the film an image folder of its own.

If you are creating any animation Photoshop offers a simple and straightforward workflow for compiling 
your Image Sequences and exporting them as stand-alone movie files.  The steps below will guide you 
through the process:

1.  Make sure your still images are all sequentially numbered and stored in a separate folder. In the 
example shown below you can see that all the frames are sequentially numbered. 

2. Open up Photoshop.

3. Go to FILE and OPEN up the folder with your Image Sequence in it.
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4. You should see a window like the one shown below. In order to open the entire image sequence rather 
than just a single frame you will need to select one of your frames, it doesn’t matter which, and then 
tick the box at the bottom of the page which reads ‘Image Sequence’. This is an important step as it’s 
the only way of telling the software that you want to open up the whole sequence rather than just one 
picture.

5. The next window you see will ask you to set the Frame Rate. In this example we’re choosing 25 frames 
per second as that is the standard rate for video.
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6. Now you should see your entire sequence on a timeline.  In the bottom right hand corner you will see 
your playback controls. Here you can play the sequence back.

7.    Once you’re sure that you’re happy with the sequence as it 
is, you can now export it as a stand-alone movie file which you 
can then import into your editing software. To import you will 
need to select FILE - EXPORT and RENDER VIDEO
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8.   The software will then ask you to 
select an output folder for this video, 
once that is selected it will bring up a 
window showing all your Render Video 
Options. 

Here we’ve opted to export our 
animation as a High Quality H.264 
file. It’s important at this stage to 
make sure your resolution and frame 
rate matches the intended image 
size of your finished. Here we know 
that we’re using a standard HD image 
size of 1920 x 1080 at 25 frames per 
second.

It is also important to make sure you 
are exporting the movie file into the 
right folder.

Once you have checked all these 
elements you can click the RENDER 
button. You should now have a finished 
movie file which you can import into 
your Editing timeline.
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Appendix 3
Using Image Sequences - Premiere Pro

An Image Sequence forms the basis of your animation; it is a series 
of still images, all sequentially numbered and stored together in a 
specific folder.  If the still images in that sequence are compiled so 
they ‘run’ together, the end result will be a self-contained movie 
file.  If you were to make an animated film you would likely want to 
organize your work by giving each shot in the film an image folder of 
its own.

If you are creating any animation, Premiere offers a simple and 
straightforward workflow for compiling your Image Sequences and 
exporting them as stand-alone movie files.  The steps below will guide 
you through the process.

1.  Make sure your still images are all sequentially numbered and 
stored in a separate folder.   In the example shown to the left you can 
see that all the frames are sequentially numbered. 

2.  Open up Premiere and select PREFERENCES and then GENERAL. 
 Change ‘Still Image Default Duration to 1 frame’. This will ensure that every still image you import is 

given a default length of just one frame. 

3.  Once you have a new project opened and a new sequence created you should rename the sequence e.g. 
“IMAGE SEQ TEST”, you can do this by left clicking on the sequence icon in your clip bin. By renaming 
the sequence you can help maintain a tidier and less confusing workflow.  
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4.  Now you can import your image sequence folder. Select FILE - IMPORT - FOLDER and then use the 
mouse to select the correct folder and click IMPORT. 

5.  Now that your Image Sequence Folder has been imported into your clip bin you can simply click on the 
folder itself and drag it down to your sequence - you should see a series of individual frames neatly 
arranged as seen below.  You will also likely find that some or part of the sequence has a red line over it, 
indicating that some or all of the frames need rendered. 

6.  Click on SEQUENCE - RENDER EFFECTS IN WORK AREA to render those frames. You should now be able 
to play back your entire sequence. 

7.  Now, although you can play your sequence back, you may be experiencing some problems with it. 
Playing back so many still images in succession places heavy demands on the software and it is simply 
not practical to try and edit a whole film by importing image sequence after image sequence into your 
editing timeline. So, before we can use this shot in a larger project we will need to export it out as a 
stand alone movie file and then reimport it.  

8.  Go to FILE - EXPORT - MEDIA
 Here we can export our file 

back out as a standalone 
movie file.  A new EXPORT  
SETTINGS window will open.  
If you tick the MATCH 
SEQUENCE SETTINGS tab, 

 you should be able to export 
this image sequence as a 
movie file matching the  
dimensions and frame rate of 
your sequence. If you do this 
you won’t have to resize  

 or re-render this piece of 
footage when you import it 
into your edit. 
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9.  Remember to name your new movie file appropriately. Carefully naming and labeling will help avoid 
confusion later on.  You can now close down the sequence you used to compile these frames, open a 
new sequence and import your animated movie into your project. 
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Appendix 4
Using Image Sequences – Final Cut Pro X

An Image Sequence is a series of still images, all sequentially numbered and stored in a specific folder.  If 
the still images in that sequence are compiled, that is if they are run together, the end result will be a self-
contained movie file.  If, for example, you were to make an animated film you would likely want to organise 
your work by giving each shot in the film an image folder of its own.

If you are creating any animation Final Cut Pro X offers a simple and straightforward workflow for compiling 
your Image Sequences and exporting them as stand-alone movie files.  The steps below will guide you 
through the process:

1.  Make sure your still images are all sequentially numbered and stored in 
a separate folder.   In the example shown to the left you can see that all the 
frames are sequentially numbered. 

2.  Open up Final Cut Pro X and select PREFERENCES and then select the 
EDITING tab.

 

 
4.  At the editing tab, change the ‘Still Images: Editing duration’ 
to 0.01. This will ensure that every still image you import is 
given a default length of just one frame. 
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5.  Create a new EVENT and PROJECT. Select VIDEO PROPERTIES so that they will be based on first video 
clip.  

 

6.  Now you can import your image sequence folder. Select the FILE and then select IMPORT. Once you have 
found the folder you wish to import left click on it to select it and then hit IMPORT SELECTED.  

7.  Now that your Image Sequence Folder has been imported into your library you can now open the folder 
and click on the first frame to select it. Then hold down shift and scroll down to the last frame. Selecting 
that last frame should automatically select all the frames in your sequence. 
 

8.  Now drag the frames down onto your timeline. You will find that the individual frames are still set to a 
default length of 10 seconds. You can fix this by clicking EDIT – SELECT ALL and then pressing CTRL + D and 
typing 1 into the frame section of the counter to set the new duration for each frame.
 
  

9.  You should now be able to play back your sequence but because it is impractical to edit an entire film 
from image sequences, you will now need to convert this timeline into a standalone movie file. You can do 
this by right clicking on your timeline and selecting MAKE COMPOUND CLIP.  Remember to name your new 
movie file appropriately. Carefully naming and labeling will help avoid confusion later on.  
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